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Abstract: 

 
The study of acoustic-emission is just a costly affair from the normal point of view. A viable and 

economical method of generating acoustic-emission signals using ‘Pencil Lead Breaks’  and a ‘Cost 

effective Real-Time software Application module’ is developed  for automatic capture and analysis 

acoustic emission-signals (Transmitted and  Received) that are generated by Pencil Lead Break acoustic 

emission-source  in to the computer for further analysis like ‘Identification of Type of acoustic emission-

wave (Longitudinal / Shear / Rayleigh)’, ‘Measurement of average velocity of acoustic emission wave 

through the Sample’, ‘Identification of the element of the sample material by studying velocity of 

acoustic emission with in the sample (as the certain type of acoustic emission wave (Longitudinal / Shear 

/ Raleigh type) velocity is a constant to that Material) and Frequency Analysis of acoustic emission etc . 

The Present Application can Identify 31-types of Materials by studying the  Velocity of AE of certain 

type. 

This ‘Real Time Software Application module’  can be installed on any IBM-compatible PC and RUN 

independently. An algorithmic approach is employed without going in to every detail to explain the 

software development as it is simple and gives ‘Exact utilization and Techniques employed’. 

Key words: Non destructive Test (NDT), Acoustic Emission (AE), Pencil Lead Break (PLB), Digital 

Storage Oscilloscope (DSO), In plane (IP) acoustic emission wave, Out of Plane (OOP) acoustic 

emission wave. 

 

1. Introduction: 

 
Acoustic Emission study is one of the popular Non Destructive Test (NDT) methods, 

using which one can easily observe the growing defects within the sample by in-situ 

monitoring the sample on on-line basis for generation of AE or by off-line analysis 

basis by injecting AE in to the sample and observing the duration for receiving the 

reflected wave. It is very much easier to identify epicenter of earth - quake by detecting 

the Acoustic emission signals generated at the epicenter from various locations on earth 

simultaneously and studying the Intensity of AE signals. The Signature Analysis such 

Signal can provide the information about the Type of defects that are grown / Present 

with in the Sample. A Standard acoustic-emission Signal can be used as a probe to find 

the defects with in the Material by the Method of Injecting AE Signal in to the Material 

and observing the duration for receiving the reflected signal from the interior of 

Material. The frequency range Acoustic Emission is centered about 1 MHz frequency. 

A Pickup Transducer with 1MHz Band-Width with Center frequency around 1MHz 

and Electronic Amplifiers with similar Center frequency, Bandwidth and a Gain of 

60dB can be used to capture AE Signals from the specimen Sample for Non-destructive 

Test Analysis. A laboratory Method for Generating acoustic-emission signals using 

Pencil Lead breaks (PLB) and Signature analysis of the AE-signal as it is propagated 

through the various specimen Samples is under taken. Measurement of Average 

velocity of AE, Identification of element-type of the material, by Studying Velocity of 
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AE with in the Sample ‘As the certain type of AE (Longitudinal, Shear or Raleigh type) 

wave velocity is a constant to such a Material’ and Frequency Analysis of AE etc ). 

This Application can Identify 31-types of Materials by studying the Average velocity of 

AE of certain type. The Method of Generating In Plane (IP) and Out of Plane (OOP) 

AE signals Using Pencil Lead Break (PLB) is explained.[1], [2], [3] and [4]. 
 

1.1 Object-oriented Application Software: 
 

Object-oriented application software contains a stock of objects and control panels, 

Panel-window and objects-window. The objects that are to be used for the application 

are dragged in to a Control-panel in Panel-window and also it’s replica is loaded in to 

Objects-window. Each object is provided with, Object-settings, Action list, Cross -

reference and Comments windows.  As an object is dragged from object window in to 

action-list window of any object a popup-window with certain list of actions the object 

can carryout is displayed. One can select an action from the list. This action produces 

an action line in action list-widow and it may require no input or more number of inputs 

as the case may be and it holds the resultant value on execution of the action-line. Thus 

an application can be developed in the environment of object oriented application 

software[6], [7] and [8]. 
 

2. Experimental Setup: 

 
The Block diagram of Experimental Setup is shown in (Fig.1). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Experimental Setup is made according the one of the experimental setups shown in 

following figures (Fig.2 or Fig. 3 or Fig.4). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

    Fig. 1 Block diagram of Experimental Setup 

 

 

Fig. 2 Experimental Setup-1 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Experimental Setup-2 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Experimental Setup-3 



AE-Pickup Transducer-1(Pico-z#216, resonant pickup, fr = 650kHz, BW= 700kHz) is 

placed at the AE-signal Transmit point on the sample surface. Pencil-lead is broken 

either to Generate In-Plane (IP) AE-wave or Out-of-Plane (OOP) AE-wave. AE-Pickup 

Transducer-2(DESI-SE29125,WB Pickup, BW=1.5MHz / DESI-SE2MEGP, WB 

Pickup, BW = 1MHz) is placed at the Reception-point on the Sample surface. The 

Transducer is perfectly kept in contact with the surface of specimen surface for proper-

pickup of AE-signal using ‘Vacuum-Grease’. The respective Transmit and Receive 

AE-Pickup transducers are connected to the Two separate (DESI-SL-100, WB, BW = 

1MHz & DESI-SL-150, WB, BW = 1.5MHz) Amplifiers each of 60 dB Gain and 

Band-width of 1MHz around the Center-frequency of 1Mhz. The Outputs of respective 

Amplifiers are connected to Channel-I and Channel-II of Digital-Storage Oscilloscope 

(DSO) respectively. The DSO is GPIB Interfaced to Personnel Computer (PC). The 

Real Time Application Software module is activated from the Desk-top (Fig.5, Fig.6). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Initial conditions for capture of AE-signals are setup on Application control-panel 

displayed on desk-top of PC. 

The Initial conditions include: Set the File name in using File object "SET-FILE 

NAME": and also see that the Switch object "FileSelect:"is positioned towards 

“Create”. Set DSO-commands for the DSO other than the default DSO HP 54645A by 

Pressing [SET-DSO COMMANDS] button and entering respective DSO Initialization -

Commands and waveform request and read commands respectively (Fig.7). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 Main Control Panel 

 

Fig. 7 Control Panel (DSO Commands) 

 

              Fig. 5 Application Load Bitmap 



"DSO Default ": GPIB Address: 27 

"DISPdotCONNCT-ON: ": :DISPlay:CONNect ON; 

"ANALog1(MAX-Vpp): ": :ANALog1:RANGe 16E0 

"ANALog2(MAX-Vpp): ": :ANALog2:RANGe 16E0 

"VOLT-AQUIRE(NORM): ": :AQUire:TYPE NORMal; 

"TMEBASE-MAX(Sec): ": :TIMebase:RANGe 20E-4; 

"TIMEBASE-REF: ": :TIMebase:REFerence LEFT; 

"TRIG-SOURCE: ": :TRIGger:SOURce ANALog1; 

"TRIG:COUPL: ": :TRIGger:COUPling DC; 

"TRIG-MODE: ": :TRIGger:MODE NORMal; 

" TRIG-LEVEL(V): ": 

"TRIG-SLOPE: ": :TRIGger:SLOPe POSitive; 

"TRIG-HOLDOFF(Sec): ": :TRIGger:HOLDoff 500000 ns; 

"WAVE-1 DAT(V)?: ":  WAV:SOURce ANALog1; FORM WORD; PRE?; DATA?; 

"WAVE2-DAT(V)?: "::WAV:SOURce:ANALog2; FORM WORD; PRE?; DATA?; 

"No.of Sample Points/Full Scale Wave form: ": 2000 

Set the No. of Sample-points as (Eq.1) for one complete signal waveform on DSO 

display-screen, Set Maximum No. of signals that are expected to be captured (Total of 

Transmit & Receive) using data-entry object "SET MAX-SIGNALS": Set material of 

medium-1 using Selector-object  "SETMDM-I ": Pull down-menu. Set material of 

medium-2 using Selector-object  "SETMDM-II ": Pull down-menu. Set material of 

medium-2 using Selector-object  "SETMDM-II ": Pull down-menu. Set length of  

medium-1 in data-entry object "SET-DIST1(M)": Set length of  medium-2 in data-entry 

object "SET-DIST2(M)" and Set length of  medium-3 in data-entry object "SET-

DIST3(M)" 

One can set any of the 31 material-types  for MED-I, MED-II and MED-III 

respectively using pull-down menu as: 

AIR,ALUMINIUM-I,ALUMINIUM-II,BRASS-I,BRASS-II,BRASS-III,CAST-

IRON,COPPER-I,COPPER-II,GOLD,IRON,LEAD-I,LEAD-II,LUCITE,OIL, 

PERSPEX,NICKEL,NYLON,SILVER, STEEL-MILD,STEEL-STAIN LESS,STEEL-

I,STEEL-II,SUS347,TIN,TITANIUM,TUNGSTEN,WATER,ZINC,ZIRCONIUM,NIL 

 

Press the [SET & START] button. (Then the Initial conditions will be set by the PC for 

DSO for capture of AE-signals. Pencil-lead is broken either to Generate In-Plane (IP) 

AE-wave or Out-of-Plane (OOP) AE-wave. The DSO captures Transmit and Receive 

AE-signals using Channel-I and Channel-II respectively). 

On pressing the push-button [SAVE-WAVES], The PC sends a request to DSO for 

sending the information about the Transmitted and received acoustic emission 

waveforms along with their respective pre-amble. And the PC reads the Information 

from the output buffer of DSO.   The HP54645A DSO sends pre-amble and IEEE 488.2 

Standard information as: 

list( Number ASCII, auto, 0.15,Right-justify, Number ASCII, auto, 0.15,Right-justify, 

Number ASCII, auto, 0.15,Right-justify, Number ASCII, auto, 0.15,Right-justify, xIncr 

ASCII, auto, 0.15,Right-justify, xOr ASCII, auto, 0.15,Right-justify, xRef ASCII, auto, 

0.15,Right-justify, yIncr ASCII, auto, 0.15,Right-justify, yOr ASCII, auto, 0.15,Right-

justify, vRef ASCII, auto, 0.15,Right-justify, values Vector of Number 488.2 block, 

between = none, end = LF, ASCII, auto, 0.15,Right-justify ) 

( )

( )

Sampling - rate N  /  SecNSP = Signal - duration Sec  

 

-1 



The signal’s ordinate Information can be calculated as(Eq.2) 

and the Time-Information for the X-axis is Generated as (Test Point Command, Eq.3)  

 

( ))_.(1
_.

_
waveformperNSPramp

waveformperNSP

durationSignal
+∗  -3 

 

Thus a Graph, “Sig. data vs Time can be plotted. The PC reads the Information 

supplied by the DSO, displays the captured Transmit and receive AE-signals on 

respective Graphic objects and saves the Transmit and Receive AE –signals along with 

signal Information like: . No. of Sample Points/Full Scale Wave form: ,  Time,  Signal-

No.,  SIGNAL-DURATION (Sec),  code of MDM-I ,   DIST1 in MED-I,  ),  code of 

MDM-II ,   DIST2 in MED-II,  ),  code of MDM-III ,   DIST3 in MED-III,  Waveform-

data (of No. of sample points). 

For every Generation & capture of  AE-signals the above signal Information along with 

wave-data is saved to the signal-file. 

 

2.1. Identification of type of AE-waveform (Long, Shear, Rayleigh): 
 

It is found that velocity of a certain type of acoustic emission wave is constant to that 

material. By measuring the acoustic of acoustic emission wave in a certain type of 

material medium one can identify which type of acoustic emission wave has traveled 

through the medium. DSO captures acoustic emission waves (Transmitted and 

received). (First Trace)”. “Two separate Cursors (point-Indicators)” one on each Graph-

plot respectively (X-coordinate is selected by selector-object and corresponding Y-

coordinate is selected from the “vector of waveform-data”) (second Trace)for locating 

the  starting point of the signal waveform on Graph-plot. 

The Slider range is divided in between Max. and Min Time values with an increment of 

Step  where (Test Point Command, Eq.4)  
 

( )
( )Sig. Duration Sec  Tim. Step Sec  = No. of  Samp Points  -4 

Thus- 

( )

( )

Cursor. position Sec

Tim. step Sec
 -5 

(Test Point Command, Eq.5) gives No. of sample points with in that given Interval of 

time. The respective cursor co-ordinate of waveform trace can be identified as (Test 

Point Command, Eq.6) 

















∗==

TD

NSMP
CURtwaveformdaindexYCURXList ,,    -6 

with CUR = cursor position(Sec), NSMP = No. of Sample Points pr waveform, TD = 

signal-duration(Sec) 

The Time difference of starting points of Transmit and Receive waveforms respectively 

gives the time-taken by AE-wave to travel the total-length of respective media (MED-I 

+ MED-II + MED-III). The velocity of AE-wave can be found as (Eq.7) 

( )values - yRef  * yIncr  + yOr  -2 



The obtained AE-velocity is compared   with Three-types of AE-wave velocities 

(Longitudinal, Shear, Rayleigh ) that are specified for the respective type of Element of 

Material (MED-I) The element type of material is coded in signal waveform data as 

index of respective material in list of names of elements of materials. The respective 

AE-wave velocities for different wave-types (Long, Shear, Rayleigh) are stored as an 

array with the row same order as order of elements in list of materials and the 

respective three columns contain Three types of wave (Long, Shear, Rayleigh) 

velocities and thus the respective ‘Type of AE wave’ which, is traveled through 

medium is Identified. 

 

1. Set Signal File Name (in Main Panel) ; 2. Set FileSelect button towards Open (in 

Main Panel) ; 3. Press FIND-VELOCITY / MATR-TYPE button (A New-Panel will be 

displayed  Fig.8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Set Signal No. I (Transmit Sig. No.) ; 5. Set Signal No. II (Receive Sig. No.) ;          

6. Press START button ; 7. Adjust sliders for placing the cursors at start of the Transmit 

and Receive waveforms respectively (The selected signal waveforms are displayed 

along with Cursors on each signal wave form for locating the starting-point on the 

signal-waveform) ;  8. Set Wave-types MED-I, MED-II and MED-III using popup-

menus provided on respective Selector-objects ; 9. Press COMPUTE button (Observe 

Graphically Measured-time, Theoretically calculated-time and the Time-deviate 

respectively) ; 10. Execute the Steps (7..9) repeatedly till the Time-deviation becomes 

minimum. “This gives the Type of waves that are propagated through the respective 

media”. 
 

2.1.1 Algorithm: 

 

(i) Arrange the respective material as MED-I in experimental setup and specify the 

length of medium MED-I as d1 and lengths of other media ( MED-II / MED-III)  as 

“0”, (ii) Inject the AE-Signal in to material at Transmit-point, (iii) Capture the Transmit 

& Receive waveforms using respective pickup AE-Transducers, signal amplifiers and 

by DSO (iv) Read the Signal data in to the computer and save in separate files (for off-

line analysis), (iv) Draw the Graph plots of Transmitted and received AE-waveforms, 

DistanceAE  wave velocity  =  Time  -7 

 

 

Fig. 8 Control Panel (Delay-Time/ AE-Velocity ) 

 



(v) Open the Signal file. Retrieve the Transmit and receive signals by specifying their 

respective signal numbers, (vi) Identify the Starting points of respective waveforms, 

(vii) Find the Time difference (i.e., delay-time), (viii) Calculate AE wave velocity as 

(Test Point Command, Eq.7) DistanceAE  wave velocity  =  Time  -7 

 

(ix) Identify the AE-wave velocities for (Longitudinal, Shear, Rayleigh) respectively 

for the selected material of MED-I from the array of velocities (Test Point Command, 

Eq.8) 
 

[ ]Material, Vlong, Vshear, VRayleigh  -8 

 

 (x) Compare the AE-wave velocity is compared with the respective Three AE-wave 

velocities and (xi) The  nearest wave-velocity to the velocity calculated gives the Type 

of AE-wave that is traveled through the material MED-I. 

2.2 Average Velocity: 

 
1. Set Signal File Name ; 2. Set [FileSelect] button towards Open ; 3. Press FIND-

VELOCITY / MATR-TYPE button (A New-Panel will be displayed) ; 4. Set Signal 

No. I (Transmit Sig. No.) ; 5. Set Signal No. II (Receive Sig. No.) ; 7. Press START 

button ; 8. Adjust sliders for placing the cursors at start of the Transmit and Receive 

waveforms respectively (The selected signal waveforms are displayed along with 

Cursors on each signal wave form for locating the starting-point on the signal-

waveform) ; 9. Set Wave-types MED-I, MED-II and MED-III ; 10. Press the AVER-

VEL button (The Average-velocity and Expected type waveforms that are expected to 

be propagated through the respective media are displayed”) ; 

 
2.2.1 Algorithm: 

 

(i) Arrange the respective three material media in series touching one another (close-

contact), (ii) Note down the lengths of each medium (d1, d2, d3 respectively). If a 

certain medium (MED-I / MED-II / MED-III) is absent make distance of respective 

medium as “0”, (iii) Inject the AE-Signal in to material at Transmit-point, (iv) Capture 

the Transmit & Receive waveforms using respective pickup AE-Transducers, signal 

amplifiers and by DSO, (v) Read the Signal data in to the computer and save in 

separate files(for off-line analysis), (vi) Draw the Graph plots of Transmitted and 

received AE-waveforms, (vii) Identify the Starting points of respective waveforms, 

(viii) Find the Time difference (delay-time), (x) Identify the AE-wave velocities for 

(Longitudinal, Shear, Rayleigh) respectively for the selected material of MED-I,MED-

II and MED-III respectively from the array of velocities (Test Point Command, Eq.8) 
 

[ ]Material, Vlong, Vshear, VRayleigh  -8 

 

(xi) Calculate the Total-time for traveling the lengths respective three media for various 

combinations of waveform-types for respective three-media ( e.g., For Only one 



medium The no. of combinations = “3”, For ‘Two’ media the no. of combinations = “3 

x3  =  9”, For ‘Three’ media The no. of combinations = “3 x3 x 3 =  27” ) 
 V1 V2 V3delay. time = + +d1 d2 d3  -9 

 

(xii) Find which delay-time calculated matches with the Graphical (Experimental) 

delay-time and The respective wave-types be the expected AE-waveforms that are 

traveled through the respective media. 
 

( )d1 + d2  + d3Average. velocity  = delay. time  -10 

 

2.3  Material-type: 

 

1. Set Signal File Name (in Main Panel) ; 2. Set FileSelect button towards Open (in 

Main Panel) ; 3. Press FIND-VELOCITY / MATR-TYPE button (A New-Panel will be 

displayed Fig.9) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Set Signal No. I (Transmit Sig. No.) ; 4. Set Signal No. II (Receive Sig. No.) ;          

5. Press START button ; 6. Adjust sliders CURSOR1 and CURSOR2 for placing the 

Cursors at the start of the Transmit and Receive waveforms respectively ; 7. Set Wave-

type of wave in MED-I ; 8. Press the MATR-TYP button (The Material type of  

selected medium MED-I will be displayed) ;  

 

2.3.1 Algorithm: 

 

(i) Arrange the respective  material as MED-I and (ii) Note down the length of  medium 

MED-I as d1  and lengths of other media( MED-II / MED-III)  as “0”, (iii) Inject the 

certain type of  AE-Signal (Longitudinal, Shear, Rayleigh ) in to material at Transmit-

point, (iv) Capture the Transmit & Receive waveforms using respective pickup AE-

Transducers, signal amplifiers and by DSO, (v) Read the Signal data in to the computer 

and save in separate files(for off-line analysis), (vi) Draw the Graph plots of 

Transmitted and received AE-waveforms, (vii) Identify the Starting points of respective 

 

 

Fig. 9 Control Panel (Material Test) 



waveforms, (viii) Find the Time difference (delay-time), (ix) Calculate AE wave 

velocity as (Test Point Command, Eq.7) 

 

(xii) Identify the material from the array velocities of certain AE-wave type 

((Longitudinal / Shear / Rayleigh ) in which the velocities of materials are arranged in 

ascending order) for which the AE-wave velocity is very nearest to the  experimentally 

(Graphically) calculated AE-wave velocity. Thus the material of the respective medium 

can be Identified. 
 

2.4. Frequency-Analysis: 

 
1. Set Signal File Name (in Main Panel) ; 2. Set FileSelect button towards Open (in 

Main Panel) ; 3. Press FREQ-ANALYSIS button (A New-Panel will be displayed for 

selecting the part of signal-waveform Fig.10) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Set Signal No.(Transmit Sig. No. / Receive Sig. No.) ; 3. Press START button ;       

4. Adjust sliders HI-CURSOR and LO-CURSOR for selecting the interesting part of 

the signal waveform for Frequency analysis ; 5. Set the File name for saving the part of 

the Signal waveform selected for future use ; 6. Press the SAVE-SLCT SIG: button ;   

7. Press START FFT button (A New-Panel will be displayed for performing the FFT 

on the selected part of the signal waveform Fig.11) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DistanceAE  wave velocity  =  Time  -7 

 

 

Fig. 10 Control panel (Wave Select) 

 

Fig. 12 Control Panel (Major frequencies) 

 

 

              Fig. 11 Control Panel  (FFT) 



8. In the New panel displayed Press START FFT ANALYSIS button ; 9. Adjust 

Pointselect Slider for a clear view of FFT spectrum ; 10. Press FREQ:ANALYSE 

button ; 11. In the New Panel displayed Enter Maximum number of Major frequencies 

present in spectrum to be viewed (Fig.12) ; 12. Press FAST-PROCESS or SLOW-

PROCESS button and wait patiently (say 1-minute) (Observe the Major-Frequencies ; 

13. Present in the selected part of the waveform along with their Magnitude and Phase-

Information respectively). 

 

2.4.1 Algorithm: 

 
(i) Acoustic Emission wave propagated through medium or Generated within the 

medium is captured and saved in a signal file with the information like No. of Sample 

points in full length of AE-Signal waveform, Signal-duration, waveform-data and other 

parameters. 

(ii) The Graph-plot of the AE-Signal waveform is drawn using the list of vectors related 

to the Time and Amplitude as (Test Point Command, Eq.11) 
 

( )( )







+∗ wavedatasPoNSramp

sPoNS

durationTime
list ,)int.(1

int.

.
 -11 

 

(iii) The operation of FFT is applied on signal waveform consisting of waveform data 

for 2
N
 points. Where  2

N
 > = number of Sample points. Then FFT Operation is carried 

as (Test Point Command, Eq.12) 









datawave

durationTime
FFT

N

.,
.

2
 -12 

 

(iv) The result of FFT Operation gives Information like Fundamental and Harmonic 

Frequencies along with Magnitude and Phase Information (Test Point Command, 

Eq.13) 

( )list Frequency, Magnitude, Phase  -13 

 

(v) The Graph-plot of FFT is drawn between Frequency and Magnitude Vectors,       

(vi) For Identifying the Major frequencies along with their Magnitude and Phase values 

the array of FFT- information [Frequency, Magnitude, Phase] is sorted in descending 

order then (vii) The first few frequencies are Identified as Major frequencies along with 

their respective magnitude and Phase values. 

 

3. Conclusions 

 
Acoustic Emission signals are generated using the Pencil Lead Breaks (PLB) of HB, H, 

2H and 3H pencils and found hard lead pencils like H, 2H and 3H pencil leads give 

good acoustic emission on lead break. The AE Signals Generated are saved in to the 

computer only when they are conformed to be properly captured.  

For the proper detection of weak AE signals it is required that the Gain of Amplifier 

should be 40 to 60dB with a Bandwidth of 1MHz with a center frequency of 1MHz. 

Element type of the specimen under test is defined by comparing AE signal velocity 



measured with the respective AE signal velocities of 31 types of elements provided in 

look up tables as vectors. One can accurately identify new-types of elements by 

increasing the size of this look up table by including the respective standard AE - wave 

velocities. 

For the accurate measurement of   traversal time of AE wave through a medium the 

Starting Points of AE waves on Transmit and Receive wave forms are to be carefully 

chosen using the respective slider objects on control panel. 

The accuracy of frequency analysis of AE signal by this Application software is 

conformed by frequency analyzing the simulated sinusoidal waves of 1KHz, 2KHz, 

5KHz, 10KHz, 20KHz, 50Hz, 100KHz, 200KHz, 500KHz, 1MHz, 2MHz and 5MHz 

(Fig.13 to Fig.15) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 HELP-Information: 

 
Help-file is provided for the convenience of the user and it is developed satisfying the 

following algorithm: 

 

3.1.2 Algorithm: 
 

(i) Pressing the push-button ‘HELP’ displays the Contents of the   ‘HELP-Information’ 

(Fig.16). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13 Control Panel (Test-Signal ) 

 

Fig. 14 Control Panel (FFT) 

 

 

 

Fig. 15 Control Panel (Major Frequencies) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(ii) Each of the ‘help-topic’ provided with a Push-button ‘—01:>>’, (iii) Pressing the 

respective ‘help-topic’ push-button displays the help-information window with relevant 

information (Fig.17). This window contains ‘Three’ push-buttons:  Push-button ‘Start 

& Go >>’,  Push-button ‘<<-Back’ and Push-button ‘Contents’ 

(iv) Pressing the Push-button ‘Start & Go >>’ displays next part of the Information of 

selected help-topic, (v) And repeated pressing of this push-button, repeatedly displays 

the entire Information that help-topic (vi) Pressing the Push-button ‘<<-Back’ displays 

the previous Information of respective help-topic, (vii) Pressing the Push-button 

‘Contents’, takes back to the ‘Contents-Panel’ of HELP-Information. 

 

3.2 Practice Example: 
 

The function of “Capture and Storage of Signals” can be Tested in ON LINE basis and 

commands specified by the user other than default can be properly edited and tuned for 

the smooth Run of the Application. The Signal Analysis can be done in OFF LINE 

basis. The Data Folder AEGENDAT containing Data files pertaining to author’s 

applications is included for Explaining the Signal analysis. 

1. Activate The RUN TIME Application and 2. Select the DATA file using File button 

on  [SET-FILE NAME] object on Control panel. ( The Path may be: 

C:\Folder1\AEGENDAT\PLB0001) ; 3. Select the AE wave velocity  study or Material 

Testing study by pressing [FIND VELOCITY/MATR] on Main control Panel and       

4. Select Transmit & receive signal numbers (0,1/2,3 / 4,5/ etc) and follow the 

instructions for Velocity measurement / Material Testing under respective heading. 

Select any Signal(0, 1, 2, 3, etc.,) from the above Selected Data-File for Frequency 

Analysis ; 5. Press [TEST-EDIT & SAVE] button ; 6. Follow the Instructions given 

under Heading “Off line Analysis” 

 

3.3 Installation: 
 

The Application.zip file may be unzipped/extracted in to C:\Folder1. The .TST, .IMG 

and DATA files/Folders may be copied in to the C:\Folder2. The Application may be 

installed in to C:\Folder2 by double clicking the left button of mouse on Setup.exe of 

C:\Folder1 or The Add/Remove Programs of windows may be used to RUN the 

Setup.exe of C:\Folder1. The destination for the Installation may be specified as 

C:\Folder2 and for the Prompt of further disks? The “NO” option may be chosen. Then 

 

 

                Fig. 16 Control Panel (Help Topics) 

 

Fig. 17 Control Panel (Help Contents) 



the application will be Installed in to C:\Folder2, a “RUN Time Icon” will be displayed 

and the Application will be Included in C:\windows\Programs. A short cut for the 

Application may be created by  the left click of Mouse and Select “Create Shortcut” 

option by Right click of Mouse. Then the shortcut Created may be dragged on to the 

Desk-Top.  

Then “The RUN time Icon cane used for the Activation of the application from the 

Desk-Top”. 
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